Logicalis Cloud
Flexible and efficient options for
delivering enterprise applications
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However, moving to cloud computing is
not without operational and business risk.
Some IT Managers prefer to retain control
of their data centre resource but migrating
to a private cloud can divert focus and
resources to technology evaluation and
implementation. A hybrid approach can be
more complex to implement, but may
provide the best compromise.
Our strategic, assessment-driven approach
to applying cloud technologies to your
business brings the benefits of cloud
computing down to earth. There’s been
enough talk about the potential of cloud
computing. We want to help you to
develop a roadmap that delivers the
benefits of cloud, without requiring you to
re-design your IT infrastructure.

“Most Australian organisations, even if not
pursuing a deliberate cloud strategy, are
experiencing a shift of some computing to the
cloud by default.” – KPMG

Logicalis is one of very few partners to have the skills, experience and industry partnerships to
deliver a full range of cloud computing options. Our cloud services are designed to help you
choose and implement the specific cloud solutions that meet your exact needs and objectives,
however diverse they are.


Consult: Logicalis has the technical, operational and financial skills to help you evaluate
where you are today and determine where you want to be tomorrow – and how to get
there. Our pre-scoped offerings include a Cloud Advisory Workshop, Cloud Readiness
Assessment and Cloud Implementation and Migration Planning workshop.



Build: Logicalis can help you architect a strategy to take advantage of cloud in your data
centre. We partner with top technology companies to implement a private cloud solution,
using pre-validated designs (such as VSPEX or Flexpod) combined with our data centre
methodology to reduce costs and accelerate deployment.



Manage: We can monitor and manage your private or public cloud environment 24x7, to
ensure you realise the greatest operational efficiency and free up staff for core IT functions
– not the context tasks that running a data cente entails.



Operate: The Logicalis Enterprise Cloud offferings combine the technical staff as well as
the best technologies to deliver IT cloud services to your organisation from two
geographically dispersed enterprise cloud platforms. These offerings include the Logicalis
Private Virtual Data Centre (LPVDC) providing a complete infrastructure solution and
Logicalis Virtual Workspace Cloud Edition, a complete hosted desktop offering.

